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Abstract Using ensem ble M o n te  C arlo  s im ulation technique, wc have calculated the transport properties o f ZnS M n  such as the drift average
ulociiv, the average electron energy and the energy distribution function at very high electric fields. The included scattering mechanisms are polar 
opiKal phonon, acoustic phonon, and in te rv a llc y  phonon , furtherm ore, a noivparabolic  m u lli-v a llc y  model is used M an y electrons have energies  
ihnvi ? I cV, which represents the threshold energy for M n  impact excitation This fraction o f electrons w ith energies above 2 I is expected to be .Sl^f 
.iiul ly î at electric fields o f  1.5 and 2 0  M V /c m  respectively. N o evidence for significant electron population with energy above 5 0 eV is observed.

little electron population has enough energy to induce hand-bund impact lon i/a tion  The intia-collisonal field effect has a little  influence on 
ilu' dcLiron lianspon at h igh fie lds, though a few  electrons execute a Bloch o.scillalion and collisional broadening

words Ensem ble  M o n te -C a r lo , high fie ld  transport, hot e lectron d istribution, velocity  overshoot, electron-phonon iiileraction
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1. Introduction

I ill w idc-bcind ZnSiMn has become the most important applied 
insulator in electroluminescence devices technology [ I -31. It is 
increasingly used as an active component. The band gap ol 
ZnS Mn is moderately large (3,7 eV at room temperature), hut 
ihc clcclron clTeclive mass is small (m* = 0.27 m^). The coupling 
ol cicctron.s with optical phonon is not so strong (Frohlich’s a  
" 0 6), ihcrdorc, great interest in the charge carrier transport in 
Ihc material has arisen.

There are two main approaches to ircat the transport 
properties at very high electric fields. The first one, which 
depends on the mean free path for hot carriers, does not contain 
‘iny indication to the material band structure except the carrier 
‘̂ ffticiivc mass 14-8]. These theories are analytical studies that 
depend on the calculation of the band-band impact ionization 
‘'caiicring rate.

The second approach relies on Monte Carlo simulation 
■iicthcKl that is a technique of simulation of simultaneous motion 
‘d many carriers in il:-space [8-11]. The Monte-Carlo method 
d̂ows one to know exactly the carrier momentum at chosen 

'̂ ^̂ ments of linje ; thus, the electron distribution, the average

'̂̂ rresponditig Author

electron velocity, and the average electron energy can be all 
evaluated. The Monte Carlo technique is a more accurate and 
exact method, but it requires running a computer program 
whenever a new condition arises.

To date, there have been many attempts to handle the 
transport properties of ZnS at very high electric fields. Brennan
[ 1 2 ) look care of the full band detail to the first two-conduction 
bands as well as the full order handling of the electron phonon 
interaction in ZnS and ZnSe. K. Brennan's results indicated that 
the distribution funclion of carriers at 1.0 MV/cm contains an 
insignificant fraction of carriers at average energy exceeding 2.0 
eV; in fact, this was in disagreement with the high efficiency 
obtained in commercially manufactured thin film 
electroluminescence devices at the foregoing field.

Transport characteristics of n-ZnS have been calculated by 
solving the Boltzman transport equation 113]. Mobility of ZnS. 
which has been given, change from 230 cm^/V at impurity 
concentration of n = lO'^ cm‘  ̂ to 3000 cm^ / V at impurity 
concentration of « < lO'^ cm"*\

Bhaliacharyya e t«/ [14] used a mt>del that covered the first 
conduction band in non-parabolic three valleys model only. The 
earlier model did not contain the full band structure or the
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electron density of states. Despite the above approximation, 
the steady state electron at high electric fields was enough 
energetic, but there is no indication for notable electron with 
energy above 5.0 eV.

Fogarty et al [151 have refined a model included a non
parabolic three valleys of the first conduction band and a single 
valley in second conduction band. Additionally, the density of 
states was included in the mentioned model through pseudo 
potential calculation. Important impact on the energy distribution 
was found after the second conduction band included especially 
at electric fields above 1 MV/cm. The drift velocity and average 
electron energy do not d iffer much from the earlier 
investigations.

In this work, we used an ensemble Monte Carlo technique 
to evaluate ihe transport properties of ZnS’.Mn at high electric 
fields. In our calculation, three non-parabolic valleys model 
(F-X-L) were used. We will show by comparing with other 
simulations available results [ 12,14, 15] and with the generalized 
lucky drift model [161 that there is no significant loss in physical 
meaning even in energy range of more than 1 eV compared with 
the other models which rely on the full band structure.

2. Scattering processes

The most important scattering mechanisms that determine the 
electron transition in ZnS:Mn at lattice temperature of 3()0 K 
are:

(i) polar phonon scattering.

(ii) acoustic phonon scattering.

(iii) equivalent intcrvalley phonon scattering

(iv) non-equivalent intcrvalley phonon scattering

We have summarized the most important phonon scattering 
rates in Appendix 1 . The impurity scattering and the piezoelectric 
phonons scattering were neglected since they arc very weak 
compared to the above scattering mechanisms. However the 
piezoelectric phonons scattering becomes important only at low 
lattice temperature in pure piezoelectric semiconductors [17,181. 
At this stage, we have ignored the impact ionization processes 
despite its importance al high electric fields in our present 
calculation [12, 15, 19]. This approximation is mainly due to a 
vast amount of computer resources needed to run the simulation 
program.

The screening of polar mode interaction was also neglected 
due to lower carrier concentration in our investigation. In 
addition, the admixture of p-type wave function of conduction 
band was neglected al electron energy exceeding 1 .0 cV.

3. Monte Carlo model

The Monte Carlo method makes the solution of Boltzmann 
transport equation possible by the use of a statistical numerical 
approach. This approach follows the transport history of one or 
more carriers which arc subject to the action of external forces.

These forces which affect the particles consist ol an
appliedfield and scattering mechanisms. The method of Mote Carl 

(MC) technique generates sequences of random numbers with 
specified distribution probabilities. These probabilities arc used 
to describe quantities such as scattering events which dciennin* 
the lime between successive collisions of carriers [9-1 1 ,20)

The Monte Carlo simulation requires a detailed dclmition o| 
the physical system as a starling point. The electron iran̂ pon 
in a semiconductor requires material parameters, knowledge o| 
energy band structure, lattice temperature and a dcrinuinn nf 
the applied electric field. The process of simulating the dairun 
motion involves a number of computational steps u> ailLulaic 
the duration of each free flight, select the scattering mcchunisrn'̂  
at the end of the flight and determine the final wave v e c t o r  nf 
the scattered electron.

The state of an electron is specified by its wave vecioi l 
which is related to the electron energy E and Ihe electron vclnuu 
in non-parabolic conduction bands by

£(! + «£:) =
2m*

\

V =
1 r?£ 
h ^ k '

■IcLlii'n lil

where a  is the band non-parabolicily factor and 
electron effective mass in ihe material.

The probability of duration of a free llighl time is

I
^ (f) = A[A;(o]cxp A[*(r')]rf/'

A[A(0 ] is defined as the total scattering rale lor c
V

wave vector k(t), in which M k) = ^ r ^ ( k ) ,  F^ik) us ihi 

scattering rale due to the ith process and .v is the numbii n' 
scattering processes. In cq. (3 ), A[/c(r)] rcprcscnls the dcLunii

I
probability of scattering at time/, whereas exp [--j  A[Ai/')] '̂ I

is the probability that the electron survives withc%l suflcrini!̂  
scattering in interval /.

The free flight is related to the total scattering rate due u» jII 
the operative mechanisms and the inclusion of a ficiitiou'̂ ''C'̂  
scattering term which is necessary to keep the total scaiicnn:: 
rate constant. ( ^  = A(/c) + A,.*.// where is seli-scaiannk 
rate). Self-scattering is a virtual process, which leaves j 
of an electron, unchanged and is only included to keep tlic 
calculation of the free flight time simple to determine [9,10,

The free flight duration time is given by

/ = - l n ( l - r , ) ,
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wfhcic r  sca ttering  rate and Tj is a  random  num ber
jisiribuied betw een (0, 1) and is provided  by the com puter 
lihrary. The m otion o f the electron  in an electric  field F is given
bv

k(t) = kQ +
eF I

(5)

where f  IS the electron charge, t is the free flight time, and is 
defined as the wave vector at time t = 0 .

The choice of the scattering mechanism is to be determined 
at the end of the free flight by generating a second random 
n u m b e r in the range I > iO .  The scattering proccsss is
selected if

I- I 1=1
(6)

The choice of the scattered wave vector requires the
lollî wmg

(1)

(11)

calculation of the magnitude of the scattered wave
I

vector according to k '  = E')^ ! ti where is
the electron energy after the scattering with the 
phonon

the use of the quantum mechanical expression of the 
probability formula for the scattering angle . We can 
select the angle by generating third uniform random 
number distributed between (0 , 1 ), according to

r/
\p ,(Q )d e
0_________
Ji
J p^{B) dO

(7)

( 111) obtaining the azimuthal angle directly by fourth 
random number /-^distributed between (0 , 1 )

(p~2nr^ (8)

the ,s‘Statistical fluc tu a tion

consideration the available storage memory and the computer 
time allowed.

When the electric field is applied in the x direction, the 
average drill velocity and the average electron energy are given 
respectively by

(9)

where

, , hk.. ^  - \  + J \+4aY(.k)
v,(/)=  E,(t) = ------

n i* ( l  + 2a£ ,) ' 2a

and

( 10)

The sum in cq. (9) is over all N electrons, v-̂ (r) and £(/) 
represent the electron drift velocity and the electron energy 
respectively at the end of each step, while k̂  ̂and k̂  ̂arc the 
wave vector components in a , v and e directions for each electron 
respectively.

The distribution function (D.F) is determined by setting up 
at the start ot simulation a histogram of k space, the number of 
electrons visiting each finite cell for each valley are accumulated 
throughout the calculation. The electron distribution function 
is directly proportional to the number of electrons in each finite 
cell.

4. Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the calculated scattering rate for phonons in f  
valley of ZnS : Mn at 300K. The reference Figure shows how

10^

The wave vector is then modified according to the physical 
naiure of the chosen phonon process, in this way, the final stale 
‘Jl clcuron IS determined. The momentum and energy of electron 

tipdaicd and is allowed to continue its flight until it is again 
i r̂minated by scattering according to eq.(4 ).

In bnscmble Monte Carlo method [ 1 0 ,11,20] an ensemble of 
N electron stales are chosen randomly, with Maxwellian 
•̂Mnbutions at start of simulation, the N electrons are simulated 
parallel. The required lime of simulation divided into equal 

’nicr\ als DT for the number of steps. Thus, all the N electron 
''lilies are completely known at the end of every step. It is 
recommended to make N as large as possible in order to reduce

B  0.1

0.01

IE-3

----Pol«f OpIlC.
---- ACOliSbL

I L (Piarvailtty
-- 1 -X ini*rv»H®y
- - louii
• " ImpLi/̂ily ■cBllennq

Energy (e.V)

We might keep in our
Figure 1. Scallenng rales versus clcciron energy in r  
at 300K.

valley of ZnS.Mn
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small acoustic phonon scattering was. In fact, the principle 
scattering source is mainly due to optical type phonons either 
through polar interaction or through inlervalley deformation 
potential interaction. We may note that the high energy of 
electrons in upper valley interact with phonon mainly through 
the deformation potential since the polar interaction falls off 
with increasing electron energy.

The calculated drift velocity versus electric field for ZnS:Mn 
at 300 K is shown in Figure 2. We also displayed in the earlier 
Figure our analytical velocity model, in addition to the results of 
Brennan [1 2 ] and Bhattacharyya [14] for comparison. In our 
analytical velocity model, we adopted a particular form for the 
average drift velocity versus the electric field 18]

V = Vi-[l - (l -3 .2 5 X 10'-’ f ) cxp(-0.75x 10 f )], (| ])

where F is applied electric field. V,. is the electron saturation 
velocity which could be estimated from Monte Carlo results to 
be 0.7 X 10  ̂cm/scc at very high electric fields. Indeed, eq. (11) 
represents rough estimation for whal may be expected for 
electron velocity in ZnS Mn.

very high electric fields but it deviated at low fields The 
analytical model results agreed quite well with those obtained 
by Bhattacharyya etal at low field. Nevertheless, it deviated 
threshold electric field. On the other hand, the analytical mode) 
results agreed quite well with our Monte Carlo results at boih 
threshold electric field and high electric fields region; however 
it differed at low electric field region. The mobility at clLctne 
field of 1 MV/cm was found 80 cm̂ Â . Meanwhile, the polar optical 
phonon, the deformation phonon, and the intcrvalley phonon 
were included.

The calculated low field mobility of ZnS agreed with the 
experimental data that varied in the range of (80-300 enr/V) 12] | 
Moreover, there is evidence that threshold field for lntcrvallc\ 
transfer in our results was the same as obtaincLl h\ 
Bhattacharyya etal., but it was nearly twice the value obumKd 
by Brennan. Bhattacharyya et al attributed the disLTcpaiiL\ 
because of the large low-field mobility in Brennan’s rcsuli.s ihai 
was unrealistic if it is compared with the experimental low Iil U 
reported data.

In Figure 3, the standard-average energy field \\̂ as compmed 
with Bringuier's results [16], which arc obtained in the Iranicwork 
of generalized lucky drift model and a Monte CarU.) siinuhiiiun 
included a full band structure. For more details the rcadci is 
referred to reference \ 16]. The mentioned Figure showctl ilu 
average energy using the generalized lucky d rd i model

dem arcation energy £ j , for which P(Ei) = -  m ihc
generalized lucky drift model, and the average energy using m  
Monte Carlo method for a comparison as function ol the ekciiK 
field. At low fields, our calculated simulation results aerced 
qualitatively with E. Bringuier's results. Therefore, this is 
evidence of validity of our approximation, in the Im iii ol low

Figure 2. Steady-state drift velocity versus electric field for ZnS.Mn at 
300K.

It is obvious that the threshold field for intervallcy transfer 
in Brennan's results were much smaller than what be deduced 
trom both our M.C results and Bhattacharyya's results. In fact, 
it is understood that the threshold field depends on the strength 
of polar optical phonon scattering and the effective mass in 
valleys. However, on all the previous calculation, the same 
strength of polar optical phonon scattering rate and the same 
electron effective mass (0.28 m̂ j) have been used.

Our Monte Carlo calculation of steady state average velocity 
curve was in a good agreement with all other previous results at Figure 3. Average electron energy versus electric field.
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fields. On contrary, our simulation results differed significantly, 
what was reported by Bringuier at high fields (above 1.0 

VlV/cni). However the results obtained for the average energies 
ai 1 0,1 -5 2.0 MV/cm are compared remarkably well with the
available Monte Carlo results [ 14,15].

Figure 4 showed the sum of electron population in three 
different valleys for applied electric fields (1.0,1.5, and 2.0 MV/ 
cm) versus an electron energy. The mentioned results clearly 
indicated that the peak of distribution shifts towards high energy 
as the electric field increases due to the high field heating. The 
electron distribution was found to be localized in the 
neighborhood  of threshold energy, which for the impact 
ionization o f  manganese center is approximately 2.1 eV.

Figure 4. Stcady-staic electron distribution as a function of energy

We estimated the percentage number of electron exceeding
2.1 and 3.2 eV; however, the latter corresponds to the approximate 
threshold energy for the blue emission. Table 1 summarized the 
percentage number of electrons above 2. leV at various electric 
fields reported by Brennan's M.C simulation, Bringuier's lucky- 
drift model, Bhattacharyya's M.C simulation and our M.C 
simulation. Moreover, Table 2 represented the percentage 
number between 2-1 and 3 2 cV for the Bhattacharyya's M.C 
simulation and our M.C simulation. In both Tables, our M.C 
simulation results were quite comparable with the other results 
at l.O and 1.5 MV/cm; however, there is large difference at 2.0 
MV/cm.

Table 1. Percentage number of electrons above 2 1 uV

Electric Held 
(MV/cm)

brennan Bringuier Bhattacharyyu our

1 1% 19% 26% 22,5

1 5 - 50%r 52%
2 66% 65%. 72%

Table 2. Percentage number of electrons between 2 1 and 3 2 ev

Electric Held (MV/cm) Bhattncharyya our

1 26% 22%

1 5 50%. 51%

2 0 54% 69%

The percentage number of electrons between 2.1 and 3.2 eV 
(for which the impact excitation cross section is significant) was 
estimated to he 22%, 51 % and 69%.

In the Bhattacharyya's M.C simulation result, they are 26%, 
50% and 54% at electric fields 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 MV/cm 
respectively.

In Figure (5a-b), the number of electron energy distribution 
function, /i(E), was shown for electron in r  valley, L valley,

Energy(e V)
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and X valley at electric fields 1 ,0 and 2.0 MV/cm respectively. In 
this study, the electric field was chosen to agree with a typical 
field for ACTEFEL electroluminescent devices. It could be seen 
from the previous Figures that the electron distribution in both 
L and X valleys are comparable with the p  valley at field 2.0 
MV/cm while it was smaller at 1.0 MV/cm.

The distribution function did not have many different 
features from that obtained by Bhatlacharyya et al, where the 
tail of the distribution ends at electron energy less than 4.0 eV at 
electric field of 2.0 MV/cm.

The time variations of the average electron energy and the 
electron occupancy in each valley are given in Figure 6 and 7 
respectively. The total weighted average was also included in 
both earlier F*igures. In both Figures, the applied electric field 
was chosen as 1.5 Mv/cm. The dynamic properties have been 
obtained by assuming that all these electron were initially in the 
r  valley. After a short period (equal in this case to energy 
relaxation time), only about 50% of electrons transfer to the L 
and X valleys, this mean a significant fraction of electrons have 
energy in excess these of Mn-luminance excitation. Also Figure 
6 shows electron energy runaway in which a fraction of the 
electrons gains energy from the field at a faster rate than energy 
dissipate to the lattice. This energy runaway occurs as a 
consequence, of ignoring the band band impact ioni/.ation which 
becomes very important at the field of 1 .5 MV/cm [221.

.-I

I valley Total

). The theory of electron transport in the above mcniioned 
electron energy faces the following difficulties :

(i) Quantum effects such as intra-collision field efitet 
and collisions broadening need to be tackled.

(ii) Electrons oscillate between band edges before 
scattering. Electrons executing Bloch oscillation nlâ  
scatter and drift quite differently from free elccirons

(iii) Electrons scattered all over the Brillouin Zone and 
inclusion of realistic band structure are expeued lo 
expand our understanding of high field transport

(iv) A Hot phonon effect is essential at high ckxiron 
energy.

Figure 6. Tunc dependence of the average electron energy at electric 
field 1.5 Mv/cm in each of the three valleys.

Although, we have reached the end of our study, we arc still 
far from understanding the electron transport in ZnS.Mn at very 
high fields. Our results have shown that at the high fields, the 
electron energy varies in the range (1-2 eV), which corresponds 
to the variation of electron scattering rate (1 x 10*'̂  -  4 x lO'^

Figure  7. Time dependence of Ihc electron fractional ocaipaniv .n 
electric field 1 5 Mv/cm in each of the three valleys.

First, let us examine the so called intra-collision field efkvi 
Collision may occur so frequently that it begins before the laM 
collision ends. Suppose that the collision must take iiiiic r

This time is roughly — , where E is electron energy so thai kr 
E

2cV electron, =3.3x10 *^s, whereas the scattering raie 

A = 4 x l 0 "̂  s ', provided _

At, =0.013<1.

Therefore, it is safe to ignore the intra-collisional field ctkci 
in Zns:Mn while the first order perturbation theory is still valid 
During the collision period 3.3 x I0^*^s, electron will 
distance » 0.5 A in a field of 2.0 M/cm.

The collisional broadening energy associated with phonon

is written as A E  = — [23], where A E  is the change in energy 
1 ^

and “  is the scattering rate in ZnS : Mn. At the field
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\ E IS equal lo 6.5 meV. while, il is 30 meV at 2MV/cni. This A E 
IS still small in comparison with the electron energy 2.0eV, but it 
,s larger than phonon energy. Therefore, collisional broadening 
energy associated with the phonon collision is safe to neglect 
,n high field transport until I MV/cm but it becomes questionable 
ai 2 MV/cm. This may be the reason why our M.C result differs 
(rom the generalized lucky drift model at this field in Figure 4.

Consider the possibility of Bloch oscillation, the angular 
. . .  , eFa

Ircquency (ft)/,) is given by - y -  , where a is the lattice 
ainsiani. If the scattering time is t , then Bloch oscillation will 
occur if ft)/, T > I [ 18]. For the maximum field 2 MV/cm and Uiking 
;i=S 4 A, wc calculate O)/, = 1.6 x 1 0 *̂  s *. The scattering rate 
auDiding to Figure 1 is approximately equal lo 4 x 
.onscquently, ft);,T = 0.4. Wc have lo conclude that Bloch 
i scillation are not likely to be important at high field in Zns : 
Mn Although a few number of electrons may execute Bloch
oscillations.

5. Conclusion

An ensemble M.C simulation for the high fields in ZnS:Mn has 
ken developed including all the relevant scattering mechanisms. 
\ i  held o f  the order of IMv/cm, a significant number of the 
dec non population has the energies of the threshold for Mn 
I umincsccncc excitation (2.1 eV). This fraction of electrons with 
cneigics above 2.1 is expected lo be 51% and 72% at electric 
Iklds ol I 5 and 2.0 MV/cm respectively. At the same lime, no 
O' idcncc for significant electron population with energy above 
' 0̂ cV IS observed ; therefore, little electron population has 
LMough energy to induce band-band impact ionization. Our 
iiansporl properties in ZnS.Mn at very high fields showed a 

agreement with the lucky drift model and the other 
published data. Although a few numbers of electrons may 
LXLCuie Bloch oscillations, the vast majority will not. The intra- 
collisinnal field effect is safe to ignore at high field; however, 
nillisional bradening effect becomes important to be included 
.112 0 MV/cm.
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, p and Ŝ , represent the acoustic deformation potential, the 
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(ii) Polar optical phonon scattering rates
The scattering rate due to the polar optical phonon is evaluated 
as
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F o ( E , E ' ) x ( N p „  +  \ / 2 ± l / 2 ) , (A2)

where is the optical phonon occupation number, which is 
given by Bose Einstein statistics. The ± sign refers to phonon 
emission or absorption respectively. and £«
represent the energy of polar optical phonon, the relative static 
dielectric constant, the high frequency dielectric constant and 
the permittivity of free space respectively.

In the above equation, we use the following notation 

/ ( £ ')  = E '( l + a £ ') ,

F„(E. £ ')  = C -'l «
\yy^E )-r> ^^E ') \ (A3)

A =[2(1 + a  £ ) (1 + « £ " )  + a ( 7 (E) + y ( £ ') ) ] ' ,

B = - 2 a y ' ' \ E )  y ' ' - ( £ ' ) [ 4 ( l + « £ ) ( ! +  « £ ' )  +

a ( r ( £ ) + /(£ ') ) ] .

C = 4(1+ a £ ) ( !  + « £ ' )  (!+2a £)(1+  2 a  £ ')•

(iii) Equivalent intcrvalley phonons scattering rates

We shall consider equivalent Iniervallcy phonon scattering in 
the X, L bands only, the Intervallcy scattering rate lor all possible 
transition between equivalent valleys is given by

r ,( i t )  = ( Z , - l ) - ^  , y ' ' -{E ') ( \+ 2 a E ')
■J27ih peu,.

x((V ,+  l / 2 ± l / 2 ), (A4)

x ( /V ,j + 1 / 2 1 1 / 2 ) , (A5)

defonnation potential for non-equivalent intervallcy scanerm 
Z is the number of valleys of type; and is the intervalict 
phonon occupation number, which is also given by Bose Einsi 
statistic. The electron energy is measured from the minimum of 
valley which are situated at energies 4 ,  and 4^ for valleŷ , 
and j, respectively, while is the energy of ihe phcmo„ 
involved

E' = Ei hO)̂ j . phonon absorption

E' = E , -  AI + 4 , + ficOjj , phonon emission

Apendix 2

Free flight times generation

The procedure used to generate random free flight lime r wuh a 
probability distribution (;?(0) given by cq. (3) from a random 
number r, with uniform probability distribution P(7,) in the ramjL 
(1,0) IS as follows [9,10,20]. Since

where (Ô, is the equivalent intcrvalley phonon frequency, is 
the deformation potential for the equivalent intcrvalley 
scattering, is the number of equivalent valleys and is the 
equivalent intervallcy phonon occupation number, which is 
given by Bose Einstein statistic.

(iv) Non-equivalent intcrvalley phonons scattering rates

In high electric fields, the electron energy in ZnS may become 
sufficiently high, so electron scatter into the L, X valley. The 
intcrvalley scattering rate between non-equivalent valleys is 
given by

F A k )  = Z, ^  ') ( l  + 2 a£ ')

P{r^)dr^ = gO)dl  ,

then

j p i r : ) d r ; = l g ( n d t '
0 0

which upon integration, gives 

/

0

This can be written as

f
Tj = 1 -cx p  X[k(t')]dt'

\ (Bli

(H2i

Obviously the expression (B3) is not easy to solve, and iln̂  
IS where self-scattering comes m. The idea is to iiUrnduLc:' 
non-negative transition rate for the null process. When 
the self-scattering is included among the scattering mechanism^ 
the total scattering rate is a constant for all k vectors 
(F  = A(i) + ).

Then we can evaluate the integral in eq. (B3) and obtain an 
expression for r as a function

r, = l - e x p ( - r r )

or

where cOjj is the intervalley phonon frequency, D is the
f = - — l n( l - r , ) . (W


